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This was one of the first preamps to have a vacuum-tube direct coupled output (and certainly influenced the introduction of our MP-1 preamp, which had/has a balanced direct-coupled output in 1989). FWIW, the MP-1 was the world's first balanced line preamp, being fully differential throughout, and pretty much introduced balanced line operation ...

The 12 Most Significant Preamps of all Time | What's Best
Krell KSA-50 The KSA-50 is significant more for being the first commercial product from then-newcomer Dan D’Agostino and Krell Industries. It established the “dreadnought” build-quality of massive power supplies, lots of output devices relative to the output power, and the ability to drive the world’s most challenging loudspeaker loads.

The Ten Most Significant Amplifiers of All Time | The ... The XP level has five preamps; the XP-10, 12, 20, 22 and 30. I like most think of the 12 and 22 as replacements for the 10 and the 20 which are no longer in the line. Pass Labs doesn’t change their products very often so when a new one comes out it is significant. A significant upgrade from the XP-10, the XP-12 has a beefier power supply that ... 

Pass Labs XP-12 Line Level Preamplifier | The Audio Beatnik The Ten Most Significant European amplifiers of a ll Time alan Sircom good sound is a universal thing. and good audio has been a popular pursuit among enthusiasts the world over for decades. There have been deeply innovative and important amplifiers from all points on the compass, but until relatively recently what happened locally, stayed local; 

The Ten Most Significant European amplifiers of a ll Time Preamp tubes take the small signal from your pickup and amplify it to "line level." As the signal passes through, preamp tubes influence the various EQ stages found in your amp, such as distortion, gain boost, tremolo and reverb. In most amp circuits, it is common for each stage to be controlled by one preamp tube.

Preamp Tubes for Any Amplifier | Dougstubes.com Our final verdict is presented in ascending order of significance (#1 being the most significant). Robert Harley. 12. Klipschorn. The Klipschorn is the only speaker that has been in continuous production for over 60 years. But that’s not why it makes the list. The Klipschorn is a landmark product due to its folded horn design.
The 12 Most Significant Loudspeakers of All Time | The ...
Eliminating the preamp can often result in an overall cost reduction of as much as 20%. If the elimination of a preamp only results in a minimal reduction of sound quality, but offers a significant reduction in cost, many people will opt for the reduction in sound quality. Space is another consideration.

To Preamp or Not Preamp, That Is the Question ...
(Vol.39 No.12 WWW) Audio Research SP20: $9000 ARC's first full-function, line-plus-phono preamp in ages—and their first-ever preamp to offer a headphone output—the new SP20 is a pure class-A, fully balanced, hybrid design.

Recommended Components: 2017 Edition Preamplifiers ...
Preamps & Processors. Preamps and processors handle the music and video signals before going on to an amplifier, your speakers, and ultimately your ears. Typically built into a receiver or an integrated amplifier, having them separate offers significant advantages. As dedicated components, these “separates” are able to do a better job.

Preamps & Processors | World Wide Stereo
A special sound character: This is perhaps the most common reason to buy an external preamp. The built-in preamps of audio interfaces usually sound fairly clean and transparent, but if you fancy a special flavor, e.g. a slightly “dirty” 60s style tube sound or the smooth “vintage” sound of an 70s style transistor device, you can only ...

Why Do I Need a Preamp? Home Studio Academy
Many stompbox preamps work with the magnetic pickups found on most electric basses, but using these preamps with piezo-pickup-equipped basses can be a problem. The output impedance of a piezo pickup is often too high to match the input impedance of an amp designed for the magnetic pickups of an electric bass.

Demystifying the preamp | Guitar World
This fact reminds me once again about how important the preamp is in the signal chain from source to speakers. I’ve often heard it said that the preamp is the most difficult audio component to make. Not only is it switching sources and providing volume control, it is doing so when the signal is at its most vulnerable to noise and distortion.

The importance of the preamp - Adirondack Audio & Video
This page is adapted from an article that originally appeared in Glass Audio, Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 1 and No. 4, p. 38, 1997. Internet links have been added. Circuits with current regulator diodes for linearizing the output have been eliminated because the small reduction in low order harmonic distortion was offset by a significant increase in noise—overall sound quality was degraded.

Spice and the art of preamplifier design, Part 1
March 12, 2019 - 5:11pm #1. Owen_Electric. Offline. Last seen: 4 months 1 week ago. Joined: Nov 19 2018 - 1:31pm. How important is the preamp? That is, worth spending thousands on? And what is the verdict on integrated amps? Top. Log in or register to post comments; March 13, 2019 - 6:40am ...

How important is the preamp? | Stereophile.com
It can usually be found closest to the input of the amp. Most modern tube amps use a 12AX7 for pre-amplification, however, you can swap it for a variety of preamp tubes without the need for re-biasing for amp. Just shut off the power and pull out the tube.

The Magic of the V1 Preamp Tube | Reverb News
The Squeezebox outputs 24-bit words, and shifts 16-bit audio to the most-significant bits of each word. This doesn't magically give you 24-bit resolution, but it does mean that with a 24-bit DAC you retain at least 16-bit resolution even with a quite large attenuation (theoretically 8 bits or about 48 dB; but that's nearly the full range of the ...

Is no preamp the best preamp of all? | Audiogon
A preamplifier (preamp or "pre") is an electronic amplifier that converts a weak electrical signal into an output signal strong enough to be noise-tolerant and strong enough for further processing, or for sending to a power amplifier and a loudspeaker. Without this, the final signal would be noisy or distorted. They are typically used to amplify signals from analog sensors such as microphones ...